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ShopNotes Podcast Episode 187 — I Can’t Afford Me

Pop Wood Editors

On this week’s episode of the ShopNotes Podcast, it’s Phil, Logan, and Dillon on a special Spring Break episode talking about listener comments, woodworking, and so much more! Special thanks to our show sponsor, Titebond. They have the glue to get the job done at www.titebond.com Find all of the ShopNotes podcast episodes here.  
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Working With Live-Edge Tops [Video]

Pop Wood Editors

Traditionally-trained furniture maker Martin Goebel takes you through the step-by-step process of making a live-edge solid-slab top. Follow along and learn: Why bark — while appealing — isn’t a good thing How to remove bark without damaging the edge underneath To clean an edge for the best look and leave a stable surface ready for…
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		Tricks of the Trade


Basic Rules of Epoxy

Pop Wood Editors

Epoxy is a two-part glue: a hardener and a resin that combine to form a hard, durable plastic. It’s important to follow the manufacturer’s recommendations and use correct ratios of resin and hardener to ensure the glue cures fully and reaches its maximum strength. Epoxy generates heat as it cures; in fact, the heat helps…
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